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Value-System Segmentation: Exploring
the

Meaning

of

LOV

WAGNERA. KAMAKURA
THOMAS P. NOVAK*
Human values have been increasingly used as a basis for market segmentation.
The list of values (LOV)is one common approach to segmentation: typically, marketers use the top-ranked value to assign consumers to segments. Although it is
simple to implement, the top-rank approach to values segmentation conflicts with
Rokeach's concept of an ordered value system, in which individualvalues are organized in the context of an overall hierarchy. This study uses a new measurement
model that identifies latent (unobserved) value-system segments derived from a
ranking of the LOV items. Higher-order value-system segments reflect the reality
that multiple values will affect an individual's behavior. A values map is also constructed, which allows dimensions underlying the value-system segments to be
identified.Data from a nationalsurvey show that the resulting value-system segments
and values map have face validity consistent with the psychological structure of
human values recently hypothesized by S. H. Schwartz and W. Bilsky.

T

he concepts of human values and value systems
have been widely used by social scientists to explaina varietyof behavioralphenomena,suchas charity
contributions(Manzer and Miller 1978), mass media
usage (Becker and Connor 1981; Rokeach and BallRokeach 1989), religiousbehavior(Feather 1984), cigarettesmoking(Grubeet al. 1984),drugaddiction(Toler 1975), political inclination (Rokeach 1973;Tetlock
1986), and consumerbehavior(Henry 1976; Pitts and
Woodside 1983;Vinson and Munson 1976).
Values are cognitiverepresentationsof universalhuman requirements:biologicalneeds, socialinteractional
requirements,and social institutional demands on the
individual (Schwartzand Bilsky 1987). A value is "an
enduringbelief that a specificmode of conduct or endstate of existence is personallyor socially preferableto
an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state
of existence"(Rokeach 1973, p. 5). We use our culturally learnedvalues as standardsto determine whether
we are as moral and competent as others, to guide our
presentationsto others, and to help us rationalizebeliefs, attitudes, and behaviorsthat would otherwisebe
personallyor socially unacceptable(Rokeach 1973). A

value refersto a single belief that transcendsany particular object, in contrast to an attitude, which refers
to beliefs regardinga specificobjector situation.Values
aremore stableand occupya more centralpositionthan
attitudes,within a person'scognitivesystem.Therefore,
they are determinants of attitudes and behavior and
hence provide more stable and inner-orientedunderstandingof consumers.
One of the most important concepts in Rokeach's
theory of human values is that, once a value is learned,
it becomes part of a value system in which each value
is orderedin priorityrelativeto other values (Rokeach
1973, pp. 9-17). This value systemis an importanttool
that the individual uses for conflict resolution and decision making;since most situationsin life will activate
more than one value and often involve a conflict between values (such as conflict between strivingfor salvation and hedonic pleasure),the individual relies on
his or her value system to resolve the conflict so that
self-esteemcan be maintainedor enhanced.Therefore,
the value system,ratherthan a single value, should provide a morecompleteunderstandingof the motivational
forces drivingan individual'sbeliefs, attitudes,and behavior. The impact of a person's values on attitudes
and behaviorcan be evaluatedmore effectivelyand reliably with information on the person's whole value
system, rather than on a single value (Schwartzand
Bilsky 1987).
In the past few years,therehas been renewedinterest
amongconsumerresearchersin the use of humanvalues
as the basis for market segmentation. This interest is
driven by the view that values are more closely related
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to behaviorthan are personalitytraits and that values
areless numerous,more central,and more immediately
relatedto motivationsthan are attitudes(Valette-Florence 1986, 1988).
Many of these value-segmentationstudies, however,
have relied on a single observation(the highest-ranked
value) from each individual to define the segments
(Beatty, Kahle, and Homer 1991; Kahle 1983, 1984,
1986; Kahle, Beatty, and Homer 1986; Novak and
MacEvoy 1990). Notable exceptions are the studies by
Beatty et al. (1985), who use median ranksto split the
population into segments, and by Kennedy, Best, and
Kahle (1988), who form segmentsusing conjoint analysis.

In this study,we discussthe advantagesof identifying
value-systemsegmentson the basis of the latent (unobservable)value systemssharedby groupsof consumers.
We also present a mapping procedurethat allows the
researcherto interpretthese value systems at an even
higherlevel of abstraction,thus providinga better understandingof the motivations that drive the beliefs,
attitudes,and behaviorof each segment.

MEASURING VALUES AND
VALUE SYSTEMS
Rokeach's Value Survey (RVS)
The most commonly used instrument for the measurement of values is the RVS, which consists of 18
instrumentalvalues (ideal modes of behavior) and 18
terminalvalues(idealend statesof existence).Typically,
respondentsare asked to rank each list of 18 values in
orderof importanceas guidingprinciplesin their lives.
Because ranking 18 values is difficultas well as timeconsuming, ratingscales have been explored as an alternativemeansof datacollection (Alwinand Krosnick
1985; Feather 1975; Moore 1975; Rankin and Grube
1980; Reynolds and Jolly 1980). A detailed discussion
of the rankingversus rating scaling debate concerning
the RVS can be found in Rankin and Grube (1980),
Miethe (1985), Alwin and Krosnick (1985), and
Kamakuraand Mazzon (1991). Regardlessof the scaling debate, the ranking of value descriptionsin their
order of importanceas guiding principlesin life is directly supportedby the importanttheoretical concept
of a value system, that is, that individualsassign priorities to each value held and use these prioritiesas standardsfor conflict resolution and decision making.
The structuralrelationshipsamong instrumentaland
terminal values in the RVS have been widely investigated (Braithwaiteand Law 1985; Feather and Peay
1975;Jones, Sensenig,and Ashmore 1978; Levy 1986;
Rokeach 1973).1 Recently, Schwartzand Bilsky(1987,
1990)hypothesizeda psychologicalstructureof human

values (and their descriptions in the RVS) in terms of
seven motivational domains:
1. enjoyment, which is directly tied to physiological
gratificationand is translatedinto socially acceptable
terminal values such as pleasure, a comfortablelife,
and happiness and the instrumentalvalue of being
cheerful;
2. security,which is directlyrelatedto Maslow's(1954)
and Williams's (1968) basic need for safety and is
translatedinto terminalvaluessuch asfamily security,
national security,and worldpeace;
3. achievement,which is the basis for social recognition
and admirationand is translatedon the RVS as the
terminal value of social recognitionand the instrumental value of being capableand ambitious;
4. self-direction,a domain in which values are instrumental in nature (instrumentalvalues: imaginative,
independent,intellectual,logical) and "referto reliance on and gratificationfrom one's independentcapacities for decision making, creativity,and action"
(Schwartzand Bilsky 1987, p. 552);
5. restrictiveconformity,or values emphasizingconformity to social norms, such as the instrumentalvalues
of being obedient,polite, clean, and self-controlled,
6. prosocial, or values expressinga concern for the welfare of others such as the terminal value of equality
and the instrumentalvaluesof beinghelpful,forgiving,
and loving;
7. maturity,or end states of existence that are reached
only through"experiencingand comingto termswith
life" (Schwartzand Bilsky 1987, p. 553). Although
the meaningof maturitymay varyacrosscultures,"it
is likely to include wisdom, tolerance, faith in one's
convictions, deep emotional relationships, and appreciationfor the beauty of creation"(Schwartzand
Bilsky 1987, p. 553). The RVS terminalvalueswithin
this domain are wisdom,maturelove, truefriendship,
and a worldof beauty.
These seven domains are organized by whether they
serve individualist (enjoyment, achievement, and selfdirection), collectivist/societal (prosocial and restrictive
conformity), or mixed (maturity and security) interests.
Schwartz and Bilsky (1987, 1990) also hypothesize and
provide empirical evidence, in the form of seven crosscultural replications, that the maturity and enjoyment
domains occupy opposite positions in any individual's
value system. Thus, individuals who emphasize maturity as the dominant value domain will tend to assign
little importance to enjoyment and vice versa. Furthermore, these authors show that the achievement and
self-direction domains are contiguous and in direct opposition to security: individuals who value achievement
will also hold self-direction as a secondary goal and assign little importance to security.

The List of Values (LOV)
'Terminalvaluesand instrumentalvalueswill be indicatedby italicized wordsthroughoutthe text.

Note that the RVS covers collective and societal domains that might not be of directinterestfor consumer
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research.Beatty et al. (1985) suggest that "primarily
person-oriented"values are of greater relevance in a
consumer-behavior
context.Althoughinstrumentaland
terminal values are linked in means-end applications
(Gutman 1982;Reynoldsand Gutman 1988),terminal
values occupy the dominant role as the position of
greatestabstractionin the means-end chain. There is
correspondingevidencethatthe relationshipof terminal
values to consumerbehavioris also at a more abstract
level than that of instrumental values. For example,
Howard (1977) suggests that terminal values guide
productcategorychoicewhileinstrumentalvaluesguide
choices among brands. And Pitts, Wong, and Whalen
(1991) note that instrumentalvalues tend to be used in
situation-specificcontexts.
The LOV (Kahle 1983) is an abbreviatedmeasurement instrument that only includes terminal values.
The LOV provides one solution to the difficulty of
ranking18 values:a reducedlist of nine terminalvalues
is used, which considerablysimplifiesthe rankingtask.
Two of the items in the LOV (terminalvalues accomplishmentand self-respect)are identical to RVS items;
the remainingLOV items either combine severalRVS
items or generalizea specificRVS item. The RVS items
that "did not meet the criterionof generalityacrossall
of life's major roles" (Beatty et al. 1985) were eliminated.
The nine LOVitems correspondto Schwarzand Bilsky'sdomainsthat serve either individualor mixed interests. This is shown in Table 1, which embeds the
nine LOV items within Schwarz and Bilsky's framework.
Except for warm relationshipswith others, all nine
LOV items clearlybelong to a single motivational domain. Kahle (1983, p. 64) indicates that the warm relationshipswithothersvalue correspondsto Rokeach's
truefriendship(close companionship)value and is thus
a potential component of the maturitydomain. However, we hypothesizethat warm relationshipsmight be
interpreteddifferentlyby differentsegmentsof respondents, partiallybecausethe LOV items are not followed
by item descriptions as the items in Rokeach's scale
are. Specifically,while some respondentsmay think of
long-term, enduring, deep emotional relationships,
othersmay interpretwarmrelationshipsas close friends
with whom one shares excitement in life or as sexual
relationships.This hypothesisis supportedby the results
from Kennedyet al. (1988), who reporteda factoranalysis in which warmrelationshipswith othersloaded on
the same factor as did fun and enjoymentin life and
excitement;thus, it is a component of the enjoyment
domain. The implications are potentially important
because,if certainvalueshave multipleinterpretations,
the classificationof individualsinto value segmentson
the basisof the singlemost importantvalue (e.g., Kahle
1983; Kahle et al. 1986; Novak and MacEvoy, 1990)
may be misleading.
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TABLE 1
INTERPRETATIONOF LOV ITEMS IN TERMS
OF MOTIVATIONAL
DOMAINS
Motivational
domain
Self-direction
Achievement
Enjoyment
Maturity
Security

LOV item
Self-respect; self-fulfillment
Accomplishment; well respected
Fun and enjoyment; excitement;
warm relationships
Belonging; warm relationships
Security

Interest
served
Individual
Individual
Individual
Mixed
Mixed

Furthermore,using only the top-rankedvalue as the
classificationcriterionmay capitalizeon measurement
error. Generally, Schwartzand Bilsky (1987) suggest
that reformulatingvaluesat a higherlevel of abstraction
will allow consumer attitudes and behavior to be explained and predicted more effectively and reliably.
Therefore,one would expect that segmentsdefined by
value systems ratherthan a single value will be more
reliableand will havegreaterinterpretability,asidefrom
the importantfact that their definition is directly consistent with Rokeach'stheoreticalconcept of value systems.
From a differentperspective,productattributeshave
been regardedby some researchers(Bettmanand Sujan
1987; Johnson 1984; Park and Smith 1989) as lying
along a dimension defined in varying degrees of abstractness.Johnson (1989, p. 599) has recently argued
that "it is advantageousto simply view attributes as
lying on a continuum from the concreteto the abstract,
a continuum that encompasses characteristics,consequences, benefits, and values." He proposes a methodology utilizing additive trees (Sattath and Tversky
1977), which establishesthe degree of centrality(e.g.,
abstractness)of a set of product attributes.Similarly,
individual LOV items, when organizedin a value system, capture the nature of terminal values at a more
abstractlevel. Because terminal values are, by definition, at the innermostlevel of abstractnessin the meansend chain (Gutman 1982;ReynoldsandGutman 1988),
this higher-levelreexpressionwill be more meaningful
and stable.
In practice, applications of LOV in values segmentation have dealt with the scale at a relativelyconcrete
level. By "concrete" we mean that the original LOV
items are directlyused to assignconsumersto segments;
a more abstractapproachwould use higher-orderconstructs underlyingthe LOV items as the basis for segmentation. Although Kahle et al. (1986, p. 408) acknowledge that "the use of the nominalized highest
LOV value ratherthan the full information available
from the rankingsprobablydecreasesthe power of the
LOVitems," concretesegmentationhasbeen prevalent
in actual applicationsof the LOV. The most common
examplesof concretesegmentationareprovidedby "top
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value segmentation,"in which segmentsdefinedby the
most importantvalue are profiledby attitudes,behaviors, and demographics(Kahle 1983, 1984, 1986;Kahle
et al. 1986; Novak and MacEvoy 1990; Beatty et al.
1985). An abstractsegmentation,on the other hand, is
developedby Kennedyet al. (1988). These authorsfirst
create a conjoint task based on a Latin-squaredesign
of threeLOVvaluesin threelevels of intensityand then
formsegmentson the basisof the individualpartworths
estimatedfrom this conjoint experiment.2
In the next section,we brieflydescribethe Kamakura
and Mazzon (1991) model, which forms value-system
segmentsin terms of latent discriminalvalues instead
of directly observedrankingsor ratings.The model is
consistent with Rokeach's theory of value hierarchies
and valuesystemsand providessegmentationat a higher
level of abstraction(latent value hierarchies).We also
developa mappingprocedurethat allowsthe researcher
to interpretthe value systems within a population at
an even higherorderof abstractness.

IDENTIFYING AND INTERPRETING
VALUE-SYSTEM SEGMENTS

Value-SystemSegmentation
The measurementmethodologyto be applied in our
empiricalanalysisof the LOV scale was introducedby
Kamakura and Mazzon (1991), who present details
about the measurementmodel and its estimation. This
model for the measurementof valuesand value systems
can be viewedas a clusterwiseextension of Thurstone's
(1927) law of comparativejudgment. It assumes that
the observed value rankingsare error-proneobservations of the latent (unobservable)value system of each
individual. Individuals belonging to a particularsegment sharethe same value system,which is represented
by a set of unobservableutilities, ujs, assigned to the j
=

1, 2,

..

., 9 value descriptions.

Once the segment sizes and the utilities, u5, are estimated for each segment, s, each individual in the
sample is assigned to the S segments according to a
posteriorBayesian update, using the segment sizes as
priors (see Kamakuraand Mazzon 1991). These posteriorprobabilitieslead to overlapping(if desired)segments.
The parameterestimates in u, representthe worth
assigned by members of segment s to each value description.These estimatescan be transformedinto rel2Abstractsegmentationtends to find more prevalentapplication
for the RVS than for the LOV. For example, Pitts and Woodside
(1983) applied cluster analysis on transformedRVS rankings,and
Kamakuraand Mazzon(1991) developeda finite-mixturesmodel to
uncoverlatent (unobservable)segment-levelvalue systems.Because
of the relativelylargenumberof terminalvalues,top value segmentation usingthe RVS is obviouslyproblematic.

ative importance weights

wj1 =

exp(uj1)/2j= 1,9exp(uj,5),

which define prioritiesassignedto each value by members of segment s.

Mapping of Values
The value-systemsegments identifiedby Kamakura
and Mazzon'smodel providewithin-segmentorderings
of values. We expect that these orderingswill be consistent with the theoretical framework proposed by
Schwartzand Bilsky (1987, 1990). That is, the withinsegment value rankingsare not arbitrarybut follow a
general theory of the organization of human values.
Thus, we can also expect to find stable, higher-order
dimensions representingstructuralcharacteristicsthat
organize individual human values. In this section we
describea mappingprocedurethat allows us to capture
these more abstractstructuralcharacteristicsunderlying
the value-system segments. The relative importance
weightsforeach valuedescriptionprovidethe researcher
with an objective assessment of the value priorities
within each segment.The followingmappingprocedure
combinesthe resultsfromall S segments.The procedure
identifies structural characteristics underlying the
within-segmentvalue systemsby portrayingthe relative
position of all nine values and of each value-system
segment at a higherlevel of abstractness.
Let us consider the utilities

uj1

for the J value de-

scriptions for a particularsegment s. Notice that the
relative importancesof the J values for segment s are
not alteredif the utilitiesaretransformedinto deviations
from the mean within that segment (u? = ujs- j'= Ij
X u1'S/J =

us-

U.s).

Let us also transformthe utility for each valuej into
deviations from the mean across segments, U*1= uis
- Ys'=1,s ujs/S = us-u.s
- uj. + u.. The resulting

"double-centered"utilities are directly related to the
ratio between the importance of value j to segment s
and the geometricmean (of the importanceswjs for the
same value j) across all segments. Thus, the doublecenteredutility uj*indicatesthe extent by which a value

j is more or less important to segment s than to other

segments.
Our objective here is to identify the dimensions underlying the value systems for the S segments and to
measurethe relativepriorityassignedby each segment
to these underlying dimensions. Thus, our goal is to
representthe double-centeredutilities (uj*)in a map so
that each segment is portrayedas a point in the map
and the dimensions of this map are definedin terms of
the nine LOV values.
As shown in the Appendix, this map is easily produced with the singular-valuedecomposition of the J
X S matrix,U*, containingthe double-centeredutilities
(Uj*s). This decomposition, as shown in the Appendix,
leads to the following relationship:
U* = FZ,
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where Z K X S matrix containing the coordinates
of the S segments in a K-dimensional space; and F
= J X K matrix containing the weights or loadings of
the J valueson the K underlyingdimensionsof the map.
These weightsdefinethe K-dimensionalspace in terms
of the nine LOV values and allow the researcherto interpretthe underlyingdimensions of the map as functions of the originalLOV values.Therefore,application
of this mappingprocedureto the output from the Kamakura and Mazzon value-segmentationmodel will
provide a condensed description of the value systems
in a sample at an even higherlevel of abstractionthan
each individual terminal value. The weights in matrix
F will translatethe nine LOV (terminal)values into a
smallernumberof underlyingdimensions.

EMPIRICAL APPLICATION
The data used in this empirical application are the
same describedin Novak and MacEvoy(1990) and are
based on a national probabilitysample of 2,591 adults
and an effective sample of 1,406 individuals. The respondentswere asked to rank the two most important
LOV values (a common practicein applicationsof this
scale) and to rate the importanceof all nine values on
a nine-pointscale.By combiningthe rankingand rating
data, we constructeda partial rankingof LOV values
with possible ties. However, the possibility of ties violates the underlying assumptions of the original Kamakuraand Mazzonmeasurementmodel. Since a large
portion of ties in an individual'srankingwould reduce
the amount of information available for classification
into the segments,only individualswith less than four
ties in their ranking of LOV values were included in
our final sample,leadingto a final sample size of 1,331
respondents.3

Identifyingand EstimatingValue Systems
Application of Kamakuraand Mazzon's model to
this data for up to six segments leads to the following
goodness-of-fit results, measured by the Consistent
Akaike'sInformationCriterion(CAIC;Bozdogan1987).
Numberof segments

CAIC

One segment
Two segments
Three segments
Four segments
Five segments
Six segments

30,808.9
30,648.6
30,603.6
30,549.4
30,580.5
30,647.9

The four-segmentsolution was chosen, on the basis of
this criterion,leading to segment A with 21.3 percent,
3Wealso adaptedthe originalmodel, so that the comparisonsinvolvingties would not affectthe likelihoodfunction, to preventany
estimationbias.

segmentB with 31.8 percent, segmentC with 30.3 percent, and segment D with 16.6 percent of the sample.
The utilities estimated for each segment were transformed into relative importance weights as discussed
earlier.These relativeimportances(displayedin Fig. 1)
representthe prioritygiven by the segmentsto each of
the nine LOV values, that is, their value systems.

Interpretingthe Value Systems
The four segmentscan be interpretedusing Schwarz
and Bilsky's(1987) motivationaldomains describedin
Table 1. However,this interpretationis made easierby
analyzingthe double-centeredutilities (listed in Table
2), which reflectthe importancegiven by the segment
to each value, relativeto all segments.
Segment A is motivated by the security domain.
According to Schwarzand Bilsky (1987, p. 554), the
securitydomainis oppositeto the achievementand selfdirectiondomains;that is, individualswhose value system emphasizesthe securitydomain tend to give little
importance to these two other domains, which seems
to be the case for segment A.
The maturitydomain (sense of belongingand warm
relationshipswith others) motivates segment B. This
segment appears to interpret warm relationships as
deep, emotional relationships.Thereis some secondary
influence of the achievement domain (via being well
respected)and a disregardfor the enjoyment domain
(fun and enjoymentand excitement).This prioritypattern once again confirms Schwartzand Bilsky's theoretical structureof value domains, which places maturity in direct opposition to enjoyment.
Although segmentsA and B appearto be motivated
by mixed (individualist and societal and collectivist)
interests,segmentsC and D are motivated by individualist interests.SegmentC is motivatedby the achievement domain (and secondarilyby self-direction),while
its emphasis on the securitydomain and the maturity
domain is low, in agreementwith Schwartzand Bilsky's
hypothesized structure. Finally, segment D is clearly
motivated by the enjoyment domain (via fun and enjoyment, excitement,and warmrelationshipswith others). This segment, when contrasted with segment B,
supports our hypothesis that warm relationshipswith
othersis being interpreteddifferentlyby these two segments.

Mapping the Value Systems
Although the relativeimportances(Fig. 1) and double-centered utilities (Table 2) already provide some
useful insights about the value system within each segment, the mappingof values describedin the Appendix
producesan even richerportrayalof the segmentation
results. The matrices F and Z, resultingfrom the sin-
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TABLE 2

TABLE 3

DOUBLE-CENTEREDUTILITIES(u )

VALUES MAP
Transformation weight (F)

Value-system segment
Domain and values
Self-direction:
Self-respect
Self-fulfillment
Achievement:
Sense of accomplishment
Being well respected
Enjoyment:
Fun and enjoyment
Excitement
Enjoyment/maturity:
Warm relationships
Maturity:
A sense of belonging
Security

C

D

A

B

-.19
-.15

.26
-.12

.29
.57

-.36
-.30

-.40
.15

-.07
.49

1.06
-.09

-.60
-.56

.02
.19

-.90
-1.30

-.07
.33

.95
.77
.92

-.95

.74

-.71

-.10
1.43

.70
.19

-.51
-.88

-.09
-.74

Domain, value, and segment
Self-direction:
Self-respect
Self-fulfillment
Achievement:
Sense of accomplishment
Being well respected
Enjoyment:
Fun and enjoyment
Excitement
Enjoyment/maturity:
Warm relationships
Maturity:
A sense of belonging
Security

Achievement

Hedonism

Empathy

-.238
.133

-.053
-.354

.513
.558

.153
-.739

-.537
-.077

1.155
.189

1.140
1.385

.038
-.524

-.648
-.510

.109

1.663

-.085

.571
-.726

-.072
-1.100

-.655
-1.288

Segment coordinates (Z)

gular-valuedecompositionof the standardizedutilities
(listed in Table 2) are presentedin Table 3.
As explainedbefore, each element Zsk of the matrix
Z contains the coordinate of segment s along the dimension k in the map. Each elementfik of the matrix
F, on the otherhand, contains the weightused to transform the coordinate of a segment along dimension k
into the standardizedutility for the LOV value j for
that segment. The interpretationof the weights in F is
similarto the factor loadings in factoranalysis.
Using the transformationweightsin Table 3, and the
classificationof LOV items accordingto motivational
domains in Table 1, dimensions in the map can be related to higher-ordervalue constructs. Table 3 also
reorganizesthe LOV items by domains. The first dimension of the map, interpretedas hedonism, is highly
related to the enjoyment domain and opposite to the
securitydomain.Dimension 2 is highlyrelatedto warm
relationshipswith others and a sense of belonging, indicating the maturity domain. However, while some
may think of warm relationshipswith others as longterm, enduring, deep emotional relationships(as one
would expect segmentB to have interpretedit), others
may interpretit as close friendswith whom one shares
excitement in life or as sexual relationships(the likely
interpretationby segment D). Therefore,we label this
second dimensionas empathyor concernabout others.
Dimension 3, achievement, has high positive weights
for self-directionand achievementand negativeweights
for the enjoymentand securitydomains. Note that the
securitydomain is at the extreme negative end of the
achievement and hedonism dimensions, in perfect
agreementwith the hypothesized structuralrelations
betweenthe security,achievement,and enjoymentdomains posited by Schwartzand Bilsky (1987, p. 554).
This interpretationof the three underlying dimensions becomes clear with the values map in Figure 2.

Segment
Segment
Segment
Segment

A
B
C
D

Hedonism

Empathy

Achievement

-.289
-.657
.337
.609

-.579
.500
-.414
.493

-.575
.262
.682
-.369

This map was producedby portrayingeach row of F as
a vector correspondingto a LOV value and each row
of Z as a point correspondingto one of the segments.
Since we have only four segments, this map perfectly
reproducesthe standardizedutilities in Table 2, as explained in the Appendix.
From Figure2 one can clearly see that segment C is
the most achievement-orientedgroupin the population,
whereassegmentsA and D arethe leastconcernedabout
achievement.SegmentsD and B are the most and least
hedonisticof all segments,respectively.SegmentsD and
B also have the highest empathy for others.

Establishingthe Face Validity
of the Segment Structure
Although the four segments are distinct from each
other at a motivational level, they should not be expected to be differentfor every measurableattitude or
behavior;these segments were formed on the basis of
terminal values, one of the most centraland stable determinants of attitudes and behavior but also one of
the most remote influences on attitudes and behavior,
that are likely to be affectedby more immediate situational factors(Vallette-Florence1988). Still, it is possible to set forth some expectationsof likely attitudinal
and behavioralpatternsthat each segmentwill exhibit.
To check the validity of the segmentationresultsobtained with Kamakuraand Mazzon's model, we used
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FIGURE2
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the segment-membershipprobabilities computed for
each of the 1,331 individualsto explain their answers
to 138 questions about their engagementin a wide variety of activities, donation to differentorganizations,
magazine readership,television viewership, and four
demographicvariables.
The objective of this validity check is not to predict
membership or to discriminate among the four segments on the basis of demographics and life-style.
Rather,we want to determinewhethereach segment is
more likely than others to engagein the patternof activities expected on the basis of their value system.
Therefore,a separatelinear regressionwas estimated
for each of the 142 questions, using the segment membershipsas predictorsand the answersto the questions
as the dependentvariable.To circumventthe lineardependencein the segment-membershipprobabilities,we
used a constrained least-squaresmodel (constraining
the sum of regressioncoefficientsto zero over the four
segments),appliedto the mean-centereddependentand
independentvariables(Stirling 1981).
The results from these linear regressionsare summarizedin Table 4. Becauseof spaceconstraints,Table
4 lists only the questions for which at least one of the
membershipprobabilitieshad a significant(at the .05

level) regression coefficient. These tables display the
signs of the significantcoefficientsand the adjustedR2
obtained in each linear regression.
While the goodness-of-fitstatisticsreportedin these
tables appear smaller than those reportedby Kahle et
al. (1986), they are of the same order of magnitudeas
results reported in other values-segmentationstudies
(Kamakuraand Mazzon 1991; Novak and MacEvoy
1990) and in studies that use segmentation based on
general customer characteristics(Frank, Massy, and
Wind 1972). Furthermore,it has been widely noted
(Bass,Tigert,and Lonsdale 1968;Novak and MacEvoy
1990; Rosenthal and Rubin 1979, 1982) that low R2
values do not imply trivial differencesamong segment
means.
A simple visual analysisof the columns for each segment in Table 4 lends supportto the classificationobtained with Kamakuraand Mazzon'smodel and to our
earlierinterpretationof the foursegments.For example,
segment A's being motivated by securityshould make
this a risk-aversiveconsumer group. These consumers
should not be expected to "lead the pack" in activities
or purchase behaviors since they are motivated by
maintainingthe statusquo. They expresslittle concern
for self-directionand thus are less likely to engage in

TABLE 4
EXTERNALVALIDATIONOF THE LOV SEGMENTS
Description

Segment
Adjusted
R2 (%)

Activities:a
Eat white bread
Attend a church or synagogue social
Do Bible reading
Handicrafts
Eat a flavored gelatin
Freeze your own fruit/vegetable
Go to church/synagogue service
Make cookies or pastries
Written to elected official
Attend social function for business
Do carpentry
Eat whole wheat bread
Cultural/intellectualactivities
Exercise
Attend educational lecture for fun
Drinkwine
Eat brown rice
Browse in a bookstore
Drinkimported beer
Socializing
Eat in a fast-food restaurant
Play tennis
Ride a bicycle
Wear designer jeans
Take an adult class
Try a new food
Listen to records
Team sports
Camping or backpacking
Risky sports
Drinkdomestic beer
Drinkcocktail mixes
Go bowling
Go to a movie
Have an after-dinner drink
Have back massage
Play poker
Use a sauna/hot tub
Drinkherbal tea
Eat yogurt
Give a dinner party
Phone a relative long distance
Read a novel
Mechanics
Hunt or fish
Bet on a sporting event
Can fruit and vegetables
Do gardening
Drinkcoffee

1.91
4.21
7.32
5.29
4.04
1.85
6.44
2.81
2.63
3.07
2.70
2.23
6.79
4.50
5.80
3.33
4.00
4.91
10.39
2.72
1.77
2.49
2.04
1.02
3.07
3.00
6.13
3.38
3.84
3.79
7.78
2.81
1.81
6.47
3.46
4.56
1.96
3.60
2.40
3.58
1.58
1.44
1.63
3.91
2.27
2.22
1.47
1.56
2.11

A

B

C

Description
D

+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

_

Segment
Adjusted
R2 (%)

Donations in the last 12 months:b
Religious groups
Public service
Environmental/consumer
Educational institutions
Political party
Health associations
Magazine readership:c
Home and Garden
Retirement
Reader's Digest
Business
Natural history/ethnography
Literary
Consumer interest
Science/technology
Automotive
Fishing and hunting
General sports
Specific sports
Mechanics
Men's
Motorcycle
TV viewership:d
Quiz and audience
Religious programs
"Golden Girls"
Educational television
"Cheers"
"Family Ties"
"Moonlighting"
"Night Court"
"St. Elsewhere"
"Who's the Boss"
Network evening news
Public affairs show
"Meet the Press"
"Murder, She Wrote"
"60 Minutes"
Demographics:
Age (years)
Sex (1 = male; 2 = female)
Education (years)
Income ($1,000)

A

B

5.20
1.56
3.01
2.21
1.05
.64

+
+

2.72
2.74
2.68
3.84
2.40
2.63
2.08
5.36
3.34
1.81
3.51
2.19
2.48
6.22
1.23

+
+
+

4.32
3.83
2.32
2.80
1.90
1.45
1.47
1.04
.52
2.33
2.14
1.24
1.61
1.65
.79
12.00
6.40
9.90
2.20

C

D

+

-

+
+
+
+
+

-

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

NOTE.-PIUS sign indicates that regression coefficient was positive and statistically significant at the 0.05 level; minus sign indicates that regression coefficient was
negative and statistically significant.
a Coded as 1 = never, 5 = daily.
bCoded as 1 = no, 2 = yes.
c Coded as 1 = never; 3 = usually.
dCoded as 1 = never; 4 = more than twice per week.
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activities orientedtowardthe development of their independent capacities for decision making, creativity,
and action (Schwartzand Bilsky 1987). These individuals also exhibit little interest in the achievement domain, indicating that they are less likely to engage in
some activities for the sole purpose of gaining recognition and admiration.The resultsin Table 4 show that
members of this segment are indeed less likely to try
new modes of behavior(such as drinkingwine and importedbeeror eatingwhole-wheatbreadandbrownrice)
and tend to be less interestedin culturaland intellectual
activities. Membersof this segment also tend to have
reachedlower levels of formal education.
Segment B is motivated by maturity, which relates
to "wisdom,tolerance,faith in one's convictions, deep
emotionalrelationships,and appreciationforthe beauty
of creation" (Schwartzand Bilsky 1987, p. 553). We
might expect these individuals to emphasize religious
activities,as well as public and social service. Segment
B also showsverylittle regardfor enjoymentand is thus
less likely to engagein hedonisticbehavior.The results
in Table4 showthat membersof this segmentarehighly
unlikely to enjoy any sports event, to drink alcoholic
beverages, or to look for entertainment away from
home. These individuals, on the other hand, are more
likely than others to attend religious events, to make
donations to religious and public service institutions,
and to engagein homemakingactivities. This segment
contains a higher percentageof women and older individualsthan other segmentsdo.
Members of segment C, who are motivated by
achievementand self-direction,should exhibit a need
for competent performance,success, and social recognition. They can be expectedto engagein activitiesand
to purchaseproductsthat serveas indicatorsof success
for social recognitionand admirationand to engagein
activitiesfor the enhancementof their intellectual,creative,and logicalabilities.Ourempiricalresultsconfirm
that the membersof this segmentare more likely to be
involved in cultural and intellectual activities, comparedwith other individuals.They are also more likely
to have written to an elected official, attended social
functions for business purposes, and made donations
to environmentalor consumerorganizations.Members
of segmentC also eat brownriceand whole-wheatbread
and drinkwine and importedbeer more often than others. They tend to read magazinesorientedtowardbusiness, consumer interests, natural history and ethnography, literature,and science or technology. In terms
of TV programming,these individualsare more likely
to watch educationalTV, and less likely to watch "lowbrow"programssuch as quiz and audienceshows.This
segment contains more educated individuals and a
higherproportionof males.
SegmentD's focus on the enjoymentdomain suggests
that its memberswould engagein fun-filled,social, sensual, risky, and self-gratifyingactivities. Our empirical
results show that this highly hedonistic segment has

TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF VALUE-SYSTEMS
AND TOP-RANK SEGMENTS
Value system
Top-rank segment
Accomplishment
Well respected
Excitement/fun
Security
Self-fulfillment
Self-respect
Sense of belonging
Warm relationships

Total

A

B

C

D

18
(7.4)
9
(18.8)
22
(28.6)
162
(64.8)
20
(13.4)
40
(13.6)
8
(15.4)
3
(1.4)

48
(19.8)
31
(64.6)
2
(2.6)
77
(30.8)
29
(19.5)
120
(40.8)
35
(67.3)
114
(52.3)

166
(68.2)
7
(14.6)
17
(22.1)
1
(.4)
74
(49.7)
104
(35.4)
4
(7.7)
18
(8.3)

11
(4.5)
1
(2.1)
36
(46.8)
10
(4.0)
26
(17.4)
30
(10.2)
5
(9.6)
83
(38.1)

282

456

390

202

Row
total
243
(18.2)
48
(3.6)
77
(5.8)
250
(18.8)
149
(11.2)
294
(22.1)
52
(3.9)
218
(16.4)
1,331

NOTE.-Data in parentheses represent percentage of column total.

younger members with lower incomes than the other
segments. Members of this segment are less likely to
engagein the home-orientedactivitiespreferredby segment B. Also in contrastto segmentB, segmentD tends
to be highly involved with a wide range of sports and
outdoors activities. Relative to the other segments,
membersof segment D tend to enjoy an active life full
of leisure, entertainment, and socializing. Among all
four segments, this segment shows the clearestpreference for TV shows, favoring "sitcoms" and avoiding
religious,educational, and news-orientedshows.

ComparingValue-System Segmentation
with Top-Rank Value Segmentation
One importantdistinctionbetweenthe value-system
segmentationmodel applied in this study and the toprankprocedureis the numberof segmentsidentifiedin
the population. On the basis of the CAIC, Kamakura
and Mazzon's model identified four value systems in
our sample.The top-rankprocedure,on the otherhand,
would define eight segmentsby collapsingfun and enjoyment in life with excitement as suggestedby Kahle
(1983).
A comparison of value systems (by assigning each
respondent to the most likely segment) and the toprank segment is presentedin Table 5. On the basis of
these results one might argue that the value systems
providericherand more meaningfuldescriptionsof the
underlyingmotivationsdrivingeach groupof consumers.The top-rankprocedurewouldidentifyseveralsmall
(less than 10 percent of the sample) groups, with no
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additionalinformationon theirvalue priorities.Notice,
for example,that 16.4percentof the samplechosewarm
relationshipswith others as the most important LOV
value. However, some (38.1 percent) of these respondents assignedtop priority to this value item as a reflection of their hedonistic motivations (i.e., segment
D), whereas others (52.3 percent) were relaying their
empathy (i.e., segmentB).
Earlier, we suggested that value-system segments
should have a strongerrelationshipto consumer attitudes and behavior than segments based on top-rank
value. Using R2to make relativecomparisonsas shown
in Kahle et al. (1986) and Novak and MacEvoy(1990),
we found that our value-systemsegmentspredictedactivities and interests consistently better than the segments based on the top-rankedLOV value.
Specifically,we fitted an additional series of linear
multiple regressionmodels using the 138 activity and
interestquestions as dependent variablesand segment
membershipas predictors.Two sets of regressionswere
estimatedwith the value-systemsegmentationand the
segmentationbased on the top-rankedLOV value. In
this series of models, segment membershipwas coded
using dummy variablesfor the four value-systemsegments or for the nine top-rank value segments. The
value-systemsegmentationhad a largeradjustedR2 in
115 of the 138 comparisons,with an averageadjusted
R2 of 2.21 percent,comparedwith 1.20 percentfor the

top-rank procedure.A direct comparison of fit on an
item-by-item basis is presented in Figure 3. Because
our data containedties in the value rankings,we expect
that applying Kamakura and Mazzon's model to a
complete rankingwould likely performeven betterand
that our results representa lower-boundestimate for
value-systemsegmentation.

CONCLUSIONS
Human values have long been suggestedas means
for understandingconsumers'underlyingmotivations.
This constructhasbeen widelyusedboth as the criterion
for marketsegmentationand as a way of enrichingthe
descriptionof segmentsdefined throughother criteria.
Human beings, however, hold more than one value,
and these values carry differentlevels of relevance in
determiningthe motivationsof each individualperson.
Therefore,it seems more reasonableto base one's definition of segmentsor comparisonof groups(formeda
priori) on this set of values rather than on the single
most important value held by each individual. As
pointed out by Rokeach (1973), it is very rarethat any
situationencounteredin life will activatea singlevalue.
Most situations will involve a conflict among several
valuesto be resolvedin accordanceto the person'svalue
priorities,or value system.
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One of the objectives in this study was to identify the value systems in a sample of consumers.
These value systems define enduring subculturesthat
may exist across sociodemographic classes (Carman
1978). It is important that each value system defines
a group of consumers with similar underlying motivations who are more likely than others to engage in
a common pattern of beliefs, attitudes, and behavior.
The value-systemsegmentswe identifiedfittedclearly
into the theoreticalstructureproposedby Schwartzand
Bilsky(1987, 1990), which was found by these authors
to havebroadgeneralityacrossseven disparatecultures.
Thus, our value-systemsegmentsrepresentfourdistinct
consumer types embedded in a generalizable value
structure.
By formingthese segments on the basis of the latent
value systems inferredfrom observedrankingsof values, the researcheris likely to obtain a more meaningful and stable segment structurethat is less affected
by the potential measurement error observed in the
single top-ranked value. Furthermore, because the
segments are determined at a higher level of abstraction, their underlying motivations are easier to understand via the relative importance given to each
value domain. This understanding can be enhanced
even more by using the proposed mappingprocedure,
which will identify the main dimensions underlying
the value systems.
Once the motivations that drive each segment
are well understood, it becomes easier to make predictions regarding the pattern of beliefs, attitudes,
and behavior expected from each segment. One
must be aware, however, that values are among the
most central determinants of consumer behavior
(Carman 1978; Vallette-Florence 1988) and, consequently, are fairly remote from each particular decision made by the consumer, which is also affected
by many other more immediate (but also less stable) environmental influences, such as price, sales
promotions, exposure to advertising messages, and
so on.
Consequently, it is unlikely that the market for
any particularproduct can be segmented on the basis of the value systems alone. Other more immediate influences, such as product attributes, product
benefits, and consumer preferences, must also be
taken into account. Means-endchains (Gutman 1982)
offer one approach to integrating attributes, benefits, and values; many researchers (e.g., Reynolds
and Gutman 1988; Valette-Florence and Rapacchi
1991) suggestthat market segments should be identified on the basis of similarity of means-end chains
for a specific laddering application. Value-system
segments, identified outside of a specific laddering
context, would facilitate the validation of meansend segments generated from a given laddering
task.

APPENDIX

SingularValue Decomposition
of the StandardizedUtilities
Let U* be a J X S matrixcontainingthe standardized
utilities for the J values and S segments. These standardizedutilities, ui*5,as discussed in the text, are directly related to the ratio between the importance of
valuej to segment s and the (geometric)mean importance for that value across all segments. Our objective
is to representthese standardizedutilities in a K-dimensional map, so that
U=

FZ,

(Al)

where Z is a K X S matrix containing the coordinates
for the S segmentsin the K-dimensionalspace and F is
a J X K matrix containing the weights on each dimension, to be used for reproducingthe original standardized utilities for each segment. The weights in F and
coordinatesin Z can be directly obtained from the eigenvalue decomposition of A = U*U *, so that (see
Green 1978, pp. 473-487)
F= TD112

(A2)

and
Z, = U* ITD-l/2(TIT)-,

(A3)

where T = J X K matrix containing the first K eigenvectors of A and D = K X K diagonal matrix with the

firstK eigenvalues.
The numberof dimensions,K, to be usedin the values
map can be specified by applying the "elbow rule"
commonly used in factor analytical models, with the
eigenvalues as the criterion. However, notice that the
final solution in our empirical analysis contains only
four segments, and, therefore,matrixA = U* U*I has
a rank of 3. Consequently, the original standardized
utilities in our empirical application will be perfectly
reproducedby a three-dimensionalmap, leading to a
complete representationof the value-structureof each
segment, relativeto the geometric mean acrossall segments.
[Received December 1990. Revised September 1991.]
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